
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Snow Mobiling 
 
From €80 
 
Location 
Méribel / Motterat  (Le Hameau) 
Snowmobiling is also available in Courchevel. Contact: Whitetracks for further details 
Operation Times 
Hourly excursions take place everyday from 1730hrs  
pre-booking is essential 
Duration & Format 
5 - 10 minute - organization of equipment  
10 minute - briefing   
45 - 50 minutes - driving  
5 minutes - handing in equipment 
Restrictions 
The Snowmobiles are very heavy pieces of machinery that can cause heavy stress on the 
arms and upper body 
Minimum age 18 – Driver 
Minimum age 6/7 – Passenger Parental consent needed 
Equipment Supplied 
Helmet, Hair Net 
Suggested Items 
Ski Clothing -Jacket, hat, gloves, ski trousers, goggles (light lenses)  
Items to take with you 
The Snow-mobling company will collect credit card details from you before the excursion – 
this is in case you damage any part of the bike during the excursion. (This is very unlikely 
if you follow the instructions and drive sensibly) Your details are then handed back after 
the excursion if there is no damage. You will be offered damage insurance at a cost of 
€10/bike – Please note!! This damage insurance has a €400 excess meaning damages 
under this will need to be paid for, damages over the excess, only the excess will be paid. 
Levels 
Discovery trip – Beginner or not so confident rider 
If you don’t want to drive or don’t trust your friend’s or partner’s driving skills - ride behind 
a professional guide on the discovery trip 
Sport trip – Very Confident Beginners and people that have driven snowmobiles before! 
A better ride without so many people to worry about or slow you down 
Numbers 
Discovery trip - A maximum 10 - 12 bikes of which all can take passengers – driver and 
passenger can swap half way through if both want to split the overall cost of the trip 
equally. 
Sport trip - A maximum 5 bikes - ‘NO’ passengers allowed 
Equipment Spec. 
Snowmobile, Petrol engine 500cm3, 65-horse power, Skis to steer, caterpillar tracks for 
momentum, Thumb throttle not twist grip 
 

 Whitetracks Events™ 
 
Snow Scooter competition - Min 20/Max 50 Endurance Race - A dynamic activity on a 
1000m circuit with bends, embankments, bumps, sloped corners, and overtaking places. 
Meals on Snowmobiles – Private Snowmobiling excursion, 20 people max with an exclusive 
mountain restaurant booking. Ideal for when it’s the chalet staff’s night off. 
Contact: Whitetracks for further details 


